
Petunia & Calibrachoa 
Petunias and Calibrachoa are great décor plants for containers 
and hanging baskets for sun. They come in a wide range of 
beautiful colors, patterns, and sizes so you can choose the one 
that works for your particular project. Consider our 4IN pots and 
6-packs the palette for designing your own combo. Sunbaskets 
are for when you need quick and easy color—just hang and enjoy! 

Petunia in 4IN: Standing Up
Our Petunias in 4IN have large blooms in fluorescent colors and 
unusual patterns, including stripes, star shapes, dots, and 
splotches. They mound up strikingly in baskets and containers to 
heighten the drama. Liberty Petunias are eye-catching on their 
own, or they can be used as the thriller element in your own 
unique designs. Another bonus: they are heat tolerant so they 
keep the brilliant color coming all summer long, even when other 
Petunias start to fade.
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Garden Care 

· Full sun 
· Water regularly 
· Add some slow-release 
  fertilizer to the soil 

 
More Sun+More Water 

=More Blooms! 

DIY Combos 

Use our 4IN pots and 6-packs 
to design your own unique 
combination. Petunias are best 
used in the middle surrounded 
by Calibrachoa to spill over the 
edges. Mix solids with patterns 
of the same color scheme or 
combine complementary 
colors. Try solid red with blue/
white speckled for a patriotic 
motif. Solid white pairs well 
with most colors and patterns. 
Hot pink and orange is trendy, 
and black (deep, dark purple) 
and white is classic elegance. 
Get creative—experiment!
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Calibrachoa in 4IN: Draping Over
Calibrachoa flowers look like miniature Petunias, with hundreds 
of brightly colored blooms covering full, trailing plants. There are 
lots of fun colors available, and the blooms keep coming nonstop 
until frost. Calibrachoa is great for hanging baskets on its own 
and works nicely as a spiller in mixed combinations. It is self-
cleaning, so the plant stays neat and tidy with no deadheading 
required. Hummingbirds love it!

Colorful Sunbaskets And Combinations
For instant décor we have the colorful Petunia Sunbasket, full of 
stunning Liberty Petunias. Our Combination Sunbasket also 
features mounding Petunias for drama and height, with trailing 
Calibrachoa adding character and depth. Fluffy Lobelia provides 
soft white foamy fill, and Verbena is included to complement the 
Petunias and Calibrachoa.

Petunias In Six-Packs
If you need a lot of Petunias of one color or type for a project, say 
you’re filling an oversized planter, go with the Petunia six-pack. 
Available in solids and patterns, it was designed to make your life 
easier. One six-pack just happens to be the right amount to fill 
one medium hanging basket—how do you like that?

Classic New England Solids

Stripe Pattern: Dark Pink On Yellow

Bicolor: Deep Purple/White Margin

Star Pattern White On Hot Pink

So Many Different 
Patterns And Colors
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